Hydrophobic Shielding of Outer Surface: Enhancing the Chemical Stability of Metal-Organic Polyhedra.
Metal-organic polyhedra (MOP) are a promising class of crystalline porous materials with multifarious potential applications. Although MOPs and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have similar potential in terms of their intrinsic porosities and physicochemical properties, the exploitation of carboxylate MOPs is still rudimentary because of the lack of systematic development addressing their chemical stability. Herein we describe the fabrication of chemically robust carboxylate MOPs via outer-surface functionalization as an a priori methodology, to stabilize those MOPs system where metal-ligand bond is not so strong. Fine-tuning of hydrophobic shielding is key to attaining chemical inertness with retention of the framework integrity over a wide range of pH values, in strong acidic conditions, and in oxidizing and reducing media. These results are further corroborated by molecular modelling studies. Owing to the unprecedented transition from instability to a chemically ultra-stable regime using a rapid ambient-temperature gram-scale synthesis (within seconds), a prototype strategy towards chemically stable MOPs is reported.